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Context
Retailers around the world are seeing a growing number of online shoppers. This emerging group of 
consumers—and retailers’ response to them—has the potential to impact an array of industries and  
cause a significant shift in customer loyalty.

Many retailers have responded by simply transferring their existing strategies to an online channel without 
having a deep understanding of their online business. The results are often a “one-size-fits-all” outcome 
with static category solutions where individual customer needs and preferences are ignored. Neglected 
customers often move on to another website that is only a few clicks away.

Today, best-in-class performance for an online store is essential. To succeed, a number of factors need to 
be addressed to make shopping convenient and ensure the online store is profitable. 

Developed during our work with leading retailers, A.T. Kearney’s 10 Steps to Excel in Online Category 
Management demonstrates how retailers can boost profitability.  In our recent work in this area, our clients 
have improved their conversion rates by 0.5 to 1.0 percentage points and seen basket sizes grow by an 
average of 10 to 15 percent.

This guide gives retailers important insights into the online channel by bringing to life the unique  
characteristics of each category.
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10Steps
to Excel in Online Category Management

Generate insights

  6 Develop a future services portfolio

Develop a strategy

 4 Define an agile online category strategy

 5 Redefine brand and products according to new category strategy

 1  Create an online category dashboard to measure performance 

 2 Map a consumer navigation funnel, and measure microconversions

 3 Screen and anticipate your competitors’ behaviors
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to Excel in Online Category Management

Incorporate state-of-the-art data analytics

10 Make testing and optimization part of the DNA of the business

Make ongoing improvements

  7 Use analytics to optimize key performance indicators

 8  Improve website performance and automation

 9  Apply dynamic and adaptive website capabilities
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Client example
Get a detailed overview of  
category performance

Note: SEA is search engine advertising.

Source: A.T. Kearney analysis 

Illustrative

Web-tracking data

% of website  
visitors

3.1% Revenue per click €19.44

Listing visitors 27,000 Revenue per listing €4.05

Search ratio 56%
Net margin per 
order

€15.02

SEA traffic share 34% Net margin per click €0.90

Average visible 
products

14
Net margin per 
listing

€0.06

Average clicked 
products

3.2
Cross-category 
sales

€530k

Listing conversion 1.2%
Cross-category 
gateway sales

€87k

Click conversion 6.2% Average order size 2.4

Basket 24.1%

Sales growth 0.4%

Net margin growth 2.0%

Sales
€12.42 
million

Net margin
€0.40 

million

Margin % 6.2%

Net margin % 3.2%

Average customer 
lifetime value

€874

Average customer 
acquisition cost

€44

…

Internal view

Panel market sales
€1,757 
billion

Panel market 
historic growth

1.1%

Panel market 
growth  forecast

1.3%

Panel market fair 
share

105%

Average competitor 
price index

97%

Competitor price 
matching

Aggressive

Customer 
satisfaction

Medium

Number of referrals 8,000

...

External view

1
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Create an online category 
dashboard to measure 
performance 
World-class online category management requires almost real-time knowledge of category  performance 
across all relevant channels. A customized online category dashboard is essential here. To ensure ongoing 
success, category managers need to constantly work with their dashboard and use it to define their future 
online category strategy.

Most online category dashboards have three elements:

Web-tracking data. Where did the customer come from? How did he interact with the website? What did he 
search for? Which items did he look at? Did he buy or move on to another website?

Internal view. What are the sales and profitability of the category and subcategory down to the individual 
product level? Look at current data, and do a year-over-year comparison. For those who bought from the 
category, compare customer lifetime value with customer acquisition costs.

External view. What is the market? Did it grow? Will it grow in the future? What is the price index in 
comparison with the competition? How is the competition adapting its prices? 
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Client example 
Track and analyze a microconversion funnel

Source: A.T. Kearney analysis

Microconversion funnels evaluate the navigational and customer experience aspects for each category. 
Numerous metrics and ratios are possible. Define your unique set of insightful metrics.

Category Number  
of visitors

Average 
number 
of visible 
products

Visitors who 
performed a 
search

Visitors who 
viewed a 
product page

Number of  
product views

Visitors who 
added a 
product to 
their basket

Visitors who 
completed a 
transaction

Number of  
transactions 
for those who 
viewed a  
product

1.1

1.2

1.3

2.1

2.2

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

15,768

13,221

11,582

10,843

8,305

9,270

12

11

17

23

14

27

25

14

26

32,278

25,866

22,152

57%

61%

48%

46%

38%

21%

18%

39%

65%

41%

34%

27%

37%

16%

22%

26%

22%

39%

3

4

1

6

4

3

2

7

4

2%

5%

4%

3%

2%

2%

1%

6%

6%

1%

4%

2%

3%

2%

1%

1%

4%

5%

2%

5%

4%

5%

6%

2%

3%

4%

10%

2
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Map a consumer navigation 
funnel, and measure 
microconversions
Not every visitor becomes a customer. Successful online retailing requires measuring and continually 
improving the entire customer journey. Microconversion funnels can help retailers visualize each step that a 
potential customer makes—from entering the website and searching for a product to selecting an item and 
making a purchase. Ready-to-use tools such as Google Analytics help retailers create a customized micro-
conversion funnel.

Microconversion funnels typically include four phases:

Awareness. Where do customers come from? What are the sources of online traffic? How did customers 
become aware of the retailer? Was it an organic search or a paid search?

Engagement. Are customers engaged with the website and the products? If not, how can you build 
a website that offers an excellent customer experience and relevant content to maximize customer 
engagement?

Desire. Are products and prices in line with customers’ expectations? Do they create enough desire to 
trigger a purchase?

Purchase and repurchase. Is the checkout process easy and seamless enough to maximize the probability 
of making a purchase now and in the future?
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Client example 
An automated competitor category scan

Note: SKUs is stock-keeping units.

Source: A.T. Kearney analysis

 • Category scans every three 
hours based on a dedicated 
and distributed crawler 
network

 • Automated high-frequency 
scan of various retailer sites 
(about seven days to get a first 
indicative picture; long-term 
continuous competitor scan 
required)

 • A focus on product listing 
pages and product data: 
brand diversity, price, and 
listing rank

 • More than 850,000  
data points

 • Mapped to common 
categories: TVs, notebooks, 
and washing machines

N
um

be
r o

f S
KU

s

Retailer

Data-collection  
information

1 2 3 5 6 2 3 5 61 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 61 4

282
383

1,537

9,285

1,874

402
252 296

4,171

383

125 184

1,482

344 424
289

673

1,610
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Screen and anticipate 
your competitors’ behaviors 
(products, brands, and pricing) 
Keeping an eye on your competitors—constantly and almost in real time—is vital to developing a differ-
entiated online category strategy. It sheds light on market-relevant gaps between your offering and their 
offering. There is a wealth of tracking and scraping technologies to help collect data. A distributed crawler 
network can be used to automatically collect website information without being detected. In fact, active 
countermeasures are difficult to apply as each crawler might look like a customer. Leading players are using 
automated scans at least twice a day to collect billions of data points.

The following data can be tracked:

Assortment breadth and depth
•	 Brand portfolio: key brands and number of brands
•	 Number of SKUs by brands

Pricing approach 
•	 Frequency of price changes
•	 Use of dynamic and adaptive pricing techniques

Service
•	 Online and in-store availability as well as shipping options or status
•	 Basic services offered as well as real differentiating services that may come at a cost to the consumer

Other relevant content
•	 User-provided comments and ratings
•	 Content quality and numbers of multimedia features such as pictures and videos
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Note: SEA is search engine advertising.

Source: A.T. Kearney analysis

Category-level 
key performance 
indicators

Binary  
dimensions

Strategic  
archetypes

Listing visitors Listing conversion Revenue per click
Cross-category 
gateway sales

Panel market sales

Search ratio Click conversion Revenue per listing
Average customer  

lifetime value
Panel market

growth forecast

SEA traffic share Basket conversion Cross-category sales
Average customer  

acquisition cost
…

Website effectiveness

Market development Gateway effect
32 combinations

ProfitabilityRevenue

Focus
on strategy

Defend
the strategy

Invest
to grow

Maintain
Consider an 
investment

Be  
opportunistic

Deprioritize

Great per-
formance, 
good outlook

Concentrate, 
make money, 
and grow fast

Great per-
formance,  
bad outlook

Concentrate 
and increase 
competitive-
ness

Missing profita-
bility or market 
growth

Handle with 
care

An attractive 
but under-
represented 
opportunity
Grow fast and 
gain market 
share; make 
money later

Neither good 
nor bad

Try to improve 
operations 
and the web-
site

No growth, no 
profit, and no 
gateway effect

Get out soon

Small volumes 
but attractive 
profit

Play  
selectively

Client example 
Defining the strategic archetypes4
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Define an agile online 
category strategy
Many of today’s pure online and omnichannel players are overwhelmed with information. However, by 
collecting, analyzing, and understanding the important information (based on insights from the first three 
steps), retailers can mathematically define their strategic archetypes—enhancing these analytical results 
with business sense from respective product managers.

Typically, more than 30 percent of categories should be either deprioritized or only used opportunisti-
cally, meaning that retailers offer only the products for which success is clear from the beginning. Focus on 
choosing the right strategy or on investing to grow. Forward-thinking retailers place their bets on categories 
where they are already doing well and where the overall market looks promising. 

Categories that need to be maintained or where an investment should be considered are the trickiest as 
they create a mixed picture: they work too well to be deprioritized, but the external and internal situation is 
not good enough to be an area of focus.
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Client example 
Brand scorecards help determine if 
delisting is required

Note: SEA is search engine advertising; CLV is customer lifetime value; CAC is customer acquisition cost.

Source: A.T. Kearney analysis

Brand assessment

Brand-level 
key perfor-
mance 
indicators

Six- 
dimensional  
brand  
score

Illustrative

Listing visitors

Search ratio

SEA traffic share

Listing conversion

Click conversion

Basket conversion

Panel market sales

Panel market 
growth forecast

…

Revenue per click

Revenue per listing

Cross-category sales

Cross-category  
gateway sales

Average customer  
lifetime value

Average customer  
acquisition cost

Key performance indicators

Average number of brand 
purchases

Customer margin (CLV-CAC)

Margin per visitor

Direct brand revenues

Brand gateway revenues

Cross-sales revenues

Top x percentile

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Brand A Brand B Brand C

5
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Redefine brand and 
products according to new 
category strategy
In online sales, the same brand often performs very differently across categories. For a complex brand 
such as a diversified manufacturer that offers a wide range of products, each category needs to be 
considered separately to highlight the differences.

To determine which brands to emphasize, focus on a handful of key performance indicators (KPIs) that 
reflect overall performance. Breaking down the brand analysis by category will ensure a fair bench-
marking. A typical set of KPIs includes the average number of brand purchases, the margin of customers 
who bought the respective brand, brand margin per visitor, brand sales, gateway sales, and cross 
sales. However, KPIs can be category-specific and can differ depending on the business model and the 
targeted customer groups. Use machine learning or predictive analytics to identify the ideal KPIs.

On a brand and product level, decide whether to go forward based on the strategic archetypes. This 
coherent approach enables category management to focus on the most important and promising 
brands and products along the whole value chain from planning, procurement, and operations to 
marketing, sales, and after-sales. Work with suppliers to better feature the focus brands. This is also true 
when category management is highly automated, in which case this quantitative approach helps with 
 prioritization and ranking.
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Client example 
Compare services to align  
the customer offering

Source: A.T. Kearney analysis

Retailer 2 Retailer 3 Retailer 4 Retailer 5Retailer 1

Cross-channel services

Click and collect

In-store availability

Loyalty card usable online

Stationery services bookable online

Store finder

Online purchase, stationery return

Combination of catalog and online shop

Customer services

Customer retention program

Special delivery options

Incentives for community contribution

Live chat availability

Call center operating hours per week

x

x

–

x

x

x

x

x

✔

✔

x

✔

x

x

x

x

x

x

✔

x

x

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

x

✔

✔

✔

x

✔

✔

x

x

x

x

x

Eight hours
Five days

✔

x

x

x

Nine hours
Five days

✔

x

x

x

Eight hours
Five days

✔

✔

x

x

Eleven hours
Five days

✔

✔

✔

✔

Nineteen hours
Seven days

6
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Develop a future  
services portfolio
Success in online retailing depends on offering the right services and service levels, which help create 
satisfied and loyal customers. If the focus is only on price, then only the most price-sensitive customers will 
be won. And as soon as a competitor offers a better price, the customer will be gone.

In the late 1990s and early 2000s, online shopping was only for aficionados in select categories. Today, 
almost everything can be bought online, and nearly everyone does it. This tremendous shift came with an 
expectation of services that make online purchases convenient. And it is about more than logistics and 
returns. Customers also have expectations about content, presentation, interaction, support, and even 
relationships.

Leading online retailers deliver a superior level of service—and find ways to earn money at the same time. 
The recent appearance of several disrupting retail business models could shake up the industry and cleanse 
the market. Recently jet.com entered the U.S. market offering products at very low prices and earning 
money via add-on services. The expectation of jet.com is that customers will participate in savings which 
they can create themselves through ordering more articles or larger volumes.

Forward-thinking players can answer three vital questions:

•	 What basic services are required as an industry standard?

•	 What extended services can be offered to differentiate from the competition and improve  
customer retention?

•	 Which services can be monetized as they are truly adding value for customers?
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Client example
Maximizing the return on analytics requires 
specialists and a sophisticated data concept

Source: A.T. Kearney analysis

Analytics concept

Internal data

Website tracking
Multivariate testing 

results

Business intelligence 
and enterprise 

resource planning
…

External data

Search metrics Seasonal events

Social media Weather

Competitors
Supplier 

product offers

User behavior 
(cookies)

Web crawler data

Pricing application 
program interfaces

…

Analytics  
cube

General automation

Forecasting Product (de)listing

Customer 
micro-segmentation

Risk analyses

Website automation

Scenario analyses
Search engine 
advertising and 

optimization

Purchasing 
automation

...

Listing ranking Website layout

Landing page layout Pricing

Category structure …

7
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Use analytics to optimize key 
performance indicators
Competing with other online retailers requires analytics. However, it comes with challenges, especially for 
brick-and-mortar retailers that are juggling online and offline sales. 

Analytics depends on having the right foundation. Data must be collected at the most granular level in a 
format that is easily accessible. Aggregating and filtering can be done later. Then, well-trained data scien-
tists must apply the analytics and enable coders and programmers to use those findings and implement 
self-directing and learning algorithms. 

With this solid foundation, there is no need to measure everything with the same yardstick. In fact, steering a 
category in a channel, device, or user-specific way should be the goal as this is the best way to optimize key 
performance indicators. The beauty of this approach is that because of data analytics and automation, there 
is no complexity to be handled manually. 

Many retailers ask if analytics capabilities can be purchased off the shelf. For those using analytics as a differ-
entiator, the answer is no—not unless there is some kind of first-mover advantage, which is highly unlikely. If 
the plan is to use analytics as a differentiating factor, each online retailer within a certain size must build its 
own strong analytics capabilities. For all others, buying off the shelf will be fine.
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20%

40%

60%

€5.00

€10.00

€15.00

€1.000

€2.000

€3.000

2,000

4,000

6,000

10,000

20,000

30,000

40,000

Client example 
Visible products do not necessarily  
produce strong results

Source: A.T. Kearney analysis

Overall visibility

Category listings

Sold amount

Euros per impression

Search ratio

Sales per impression varies significantly 
among similar top-visible products

Hidden gems have strong sales 
despite low visibility

Despite very strong visibility both on the homepage and 
category listings, sales metrics are not very strong

8
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Improve website performance 
and automation
The most important connection between an online retailer and customers is its web and app presence.  
This is where potential customers are convinced to make a purchase. Although retailers have countless 
options to maximize their profits, three aspects are essential: 

Rely on automation. Because the business is fast-moving with most operations happening in the digital 
environment, online retailers should embrace automation. Manual user input and the inevitable errors 
will be reduced, things will get done faster, and in the long run, automation costs will drop. In addition, 
automation helps establish a try, fail, and succeed culture as efforts to conduct business experiments are 
reduced.

Have an exceptional web presence. There is no excuse for poor web performance. Key performance 
indicators are available in abundance and should be collected, analyzed, and used to improve opera-
tions. This includes showing each customer the products that are most promising in terms of maximizing 
conversion rate and improving customer lifetime value or some other business imperative.

Offer a superior online shopping experience. From a customer perspective, the online shopping 
experience has improved tremendously over the past 15 years. To some degree, analytics has been  
responsible for this and will gain a more prominent role in serving customers’ needs in the near future. 
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Client example 
Advanced retailers apply a pricing 
strategy to each category 

Source: A.T. Kearney analysis

Days between price changes, % of total number
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Apply dynamic and adaptive 
website capabilities
In online retailing, the opportunities for pricing are enormous as it is very simple to change a price.  
Two techniques are worth mentioning: 

Dynamic pricing allows retailers to change the price of a product in real time, for example when stock is 
getting low or to anticipate or react to a competitor’s price. However, dynamic pricing is not about having 
the lowest price. It is about setting the right price to sustainably improve the long-term business imperative. 

Adaptive pricing is not only about setting a product price in real time but also about having the right price 
for each customer or customer group. Although some customers might consider this unfair, for retailers it 
is about staying competitive. Beyond pricing, it is about dynamically deciding who will receive rebates and 
coupons. However, adaptive pricing can backfire when customers discover that not everyone is getting 
the same price. The outcry over such differentiations will differ by culture and by national data privacy 
standards. Regardless, the better disguised this technique becomes, the more it will be used. 

For brick-and-mortar retailers, the store and shelf layouts are the same for all customers. But in online stores, 
each customer might see something different based on parameters such as the customer’s location, device, 
or purchasing history. For some retailers, a category might be structured by brand. For others, it might be by 
experience, and for others by price. The objective is to improve each customer’s online experience and thus 
the website’s overall success by aligning, structuring, and prioritizing navigation, listing, and content pages.
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Testing techniques overview

 
Source: A.T. Kearney analysis

Illustrative

A/B testing Multivariate testing

•	Compare the status quo with a slightly 
modified version, such as different 
wording, color, layout, or features

•	To reduce risk, direct only a fraction of 
visitors to the modified version

•	Make comparisons using KPIs such as 
conversion rates   

•	Replace the status quo with an alternative 
if it performs better

•	Comparing the status quo with multiple  
alternatives, including combinations of  
different changes, makes multivariate more 
powerful than A/B testing

•	Not all alternatives need to be tested as results  
can be interpolated

•	More traffic is needed for multivariate testing in  
comparison with A/B testing to generate enough  
observations for statistically reliable results
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Make testing and optimization 
part of the DNA of the business 
For online retail, experiments are inexpensive because modifying factors such as color, text, or structures 
is much easier than in a brick-and-mortar store. Of course, some online modifications are expensive and 
time-consuming, such as migrating to another enterprise resource planning system. However, even the 
small changes can have a tremendous impact on online performance. Improving competitiveness hinges on 
constantly testing and optimizing all online operations. For testing, A/B and multivariate approaches make 
sense. For optimization, focus on operation research, machine learning, and predictive forecasting. 

However, the difficult thing with testing is not making the modifications but discovering which alternatives 
are performing better. Tests need to be short enough to get fast results but long enough to have a firm statis-
tical foundation. Leading players quickly determine what is a failure and what is not. If the results are mixed 
with no clear winner, take a close look at key performance indicators, and then choose and implement new 
KPIs that clarify the results.

Improving online retail with these tests is a challenging task that calls for highly skilled data analysts, scien-
tists, and coders. Using external parties and tools can speed up the process, but in the long run, these 
capabilities must have a place in house with a clear ambition to use the power of analytics to stay ahead of 
the competition.
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European online 
marketplace

European non-food 
retailer

German pure online 
electronics retailer

Expected CAGR until  
2020: 34%

Expected average basket 
size increase: 10 to 15%

Expected increase in 
conversion: 0.5 to 1.0 
percentage points

Note: C2C is consumer to consumer; B2C is business to consumer.

Source: A.T. Kearney analysis

A.T. Kearney has supported an  
array of leading retailers 

Situation

Approach

Impact and 
advantage

A leading retailer was consid-
ering acquiring an online 
C2C and B2C marketplace to 
strengthen its online position

A medium-size electronics 
retailer with little unique selling 
proposition compared with 
the large competitors and 
non-profitable stores needed 
a new category strategy to 
revamp sales

A small pure online electronics 
retailer wanted to set itself apart 
from the competition in terms 
of assortment and pricing

We worked with the retailer to 
support the entire acquisition 
process, including defining the 
joint strategy going forward in 
order to reassess the market-
place assortment and pricing 
structure

We analyzed the competitive 
situation and defined a new 
all-encompassing online 
category management 
strategy, including changes 
in assortment, pricing, and 
services

We helped the retailer set 
up a new online category 
management strategy with 
changes in the assortment, 
applying dynamic and adaptive 
pricing techniques

%
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A.T. Kearney is a leading global management consulting firm with offices in more 
than 40 countries. Since 1926, we have been trusted advisors to the world's 
foremost organizations. A.T. Kearney is a partner-owned firm, committed to helping 
clients achieve immediate impact and growing advantage on their most mission-
critical issues. For more information, visit www.atkearney.com. 
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The signature of our namesake and founder, Andrew Thomas Kearney, on the front of this document 
represents our pledge to live the values he instilled in our firm and uphold his commitment to ensuring 
‘essential rightness’ in all that we do.

For more information, permission to 
reprint or translate this work, and all 
other correspondence, please email: 
insight@atkearney.com.
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